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The H-2A visa program allows farm employers in the United States to hire guest workers to fill seasonal farm jobs if employers can demonstrate that U.S. workers are not available and the presence of H-2A workers will not adversely affect similar U.S. workers. Despite complaints that the H-2A program is costly and cumbersome, the number of seasonal jobs certified to be filled with H-2A workers has quadrupled over the past decade. H-2A workers now account for about 15% of average employment on U.S. crop farms and a higher share in southeastern states.

To be certified by the Department of Labor (DOL) to employ H-2A workers, farm employers must show that U.S. workers are not available and that the employment of H-2A workers will not adversely affect similar U.S. workers. To satisfy these two criteria, employers must:

- try and fail to recruit enough U.S. workers while offering specified wages and benefits;
- recruit workers abroad, pay their recruitment costs and travel expenses, and offer them free and approved housing while they are employed in the United States;
- pay the higher of the federal or state minimum wage, the prevailing wage rate (PWR), the adverse effect wage rate (AEWR), or the applicable collective bargaining wage. The AEWR is normally the highest of these wages, and it ranged from almost $14 to over $18 an hour across states in 2023.

In Table 1, we present U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) estimates of select nonwage employer costs associated with the H-2A visa program (USDA, 2024). To apply for labor certification with DOL, there is a flat fee of $100, plus an additional $10 for each certified worker (not exceeding $1,000). The flat fee for filing a nonimmigrant worker petition with U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) is $460. As pointed out by Roka, Simnitt, and Farnsworth (2017), this cost structure potentially urges employers to group as many workers onto a single petition as possible. Applying for 100 workers would cost $15.60 per worker ($11 per worker in labor certification and $4.60 per worker in nonimmigrant worker petition), while applying for 10 workers would cost four times more, at $66 per worker ($20 per worker in labor certification and $46 per worker in nonimmigrant worker petition).

The cost estimates provided by the USDA in Table 1 also account for fees paid to agents. There are two types of agents involved in the H-2A program: those in the United States who assist farmers in navigating the H-2A application process and recruiters abroad who help find workers for U.S. employers. Informal surveys of large H-2A employers suggest a typical recruitment fee of $100–$250 per worker and $1,500–$3,500 per application in US agent costs. A typical employer application requests 20 H-2A workers, making the cost of agent or attorney fees $75–$175 per worker, but these fees would be $15–$35 per worker for a contract requesting 100 workers. These costs vary with employer experience in the H-2A program and how much recruitment and processing work is done by the employer filing the application.

According to the USDA, the estimated cost of transporting H-2A workers to the United States from their home countries ranges from $400 to $650. Employers may also have to pay extra to transport workers from their temporary U.S. housing to the fields or orchards as well as provide meals or transportation to grocery stores if the employer is providing housing with cooking facilities. While these costs are not insignificant, they are much lower than the expenses associated with housing. While some U.S. employers and agents told us that USDA housing cost estimates were higher than the expenses they incurred, the USDA data in Table 1 suggest that housing costs range between $9,000 and $13,000 per worker, making it the biggest nonwage expense for H-2A employers.

According to these estimates from the USDA, the minimum cost of nonwage expenses for H-2A workers is approximately $10,000 per worker. Castillo, Martin, and
Table 1. Employer Costs of H-2A Workers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Expense</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Labor Certification</td>
<td>$100 application fee, plus $10 per certified worker (not to exceed $1000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Immigrant Worker Petition</td>
<td>$460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-2A Visa Application</td>
<td>$190 per worker (must be reimbursed in first paycheck)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filing Fee</td>
<td>$460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent fees</td>
<td>Approximately $100 per worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association fees if applicable</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing and livable fittings</td>
<td>Approximately $9,000 to $13,000 per worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous costs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport from home country to worksite</td>
<td>$400 to $650 per worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly travel to and from a grocery store and other incidentals</td>
<td>Cost varies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: USDA [https://www.farmers.gov/working-with-us/h2a-visa-program#costs](https://www.farmers.gov/working-with-us/h2a-visa-program#costs)

Rutledge (2022) found that a typical H-2A contract lasts 6 months and has a wage bill of $19,500. Combining the USDA’s minimum cost estimates of nonwage expenses, we can estimate that a typical H-2A worker contract costs at least $29,500. If employers were to hire U.S. workers who earned the same $19,500 wages, they would have to pay payroll taxes of 8%–12%. A 12% payroll tax would add $2,340 to the cost of hiring U.S. workers, narrowing the labor cost gap between H-2A workers and U.S. workers in states where employers do not have to pay H-2A workers unemployment insurance taxes.

However, some of the higher nonwage costs of H-2A workers could be offset if H-2A employees were more productive or provided labor insurance to their employers. For instance, if H-2A workers are 20% more productive than U.S. workers, the labor cost gap between U.S. workers and H-2A workers becomes less significant. A study by Simnitt and Onel (2023) found that H-2A citrus harvesters had piece-rate earnings that were 18%–23% higher than unauthorized workers in Florida. H-2A workers are tied to their employers by contracts and are not subject to the risk of deportation, providing a form of labor insurance that ensures seasonal work is performed in a timely manner (Escalante et al., 2020).

The higher productivity of H-2A workers could help to explain the rapid expansion of the H-2A program despite its higher nonwage costs. DOL certified 12,200 employers to fill almost 372,000 jobs with H-2A workers in fiscal year 2022, a sevenfold increase since 2005. However, fewer than 10% of U.S. farm employers are certified to employ H-2A workers, and the largest 600 H-2A employers who were each certified for 100 or more H-2A workers accounted for two-thirds of all H-2A job certifications. Concentration has grown alongside H-2A expansion because the composition of H-2A employment has shifted from field and livestock operations, which tend to hire few H-2As, to fruits and vegetables and farm labor contractors (FLCs), sectors in which each employer hires more workers. FLCs—intermediaries who recruit farmworkers and bring them to farms—account for almost half of H-2A job certifications and are seven of the 10 largest H-2A employers.

In the rest of this article, we expand on past research (Bampasidou and Salassi, 2019; Luckstead and Devadoss, 2019; Martin, 2019; Castillo et al., 2021; Castillo et al., 2022; Martin and Rutledge, 2022) by examining growth and concentration in H-2A job certifications.

Growth

The H-2 program developed from World War II–era guest worker programs in the British West Indies (BWI) that brought workers from the Bahamas, Barbados, and Jamaica primarily to Florida. Farmers in western U.S. states obtained Mexican guest workers under a separate guest worker program, the Bracero Program, a series of Mexico–U.S. labor mobility agreements between 1942 and 1964. East Coast farmers did not hire Mexican braceros because they preferred their private arrangement with the BWI Central Labor Organization to obtain seasonal workers (Martin, 2007). The BWI program was codified as the H-2 program in the Immigration and Naturalization Act of 1952 that was enacted over President Truman’s veto. Unlike the Bracero Program, the H-2 program gave no official role in recruitment to governments in labor-sending countries.

Fewer than 15,000 jobs were certified to be filled by H-2 farm workers during the 1950s, when most of the H-2 farm workers were Jamaicans who cut sugarcane in...
southern Florida and picked apples along the Eastern Seaboard. Under the Bracero Program, DOL was charged with ensuring that the employment of braceros did not adversely affect the wages and working conditions of similar U.S. workers, which was done by establishing an adverse effect wage rate (AEWR) of $0.30/hour in most years ($3.58 in 2023 dollars) (Public Law 78, 1951; Bracero History Archive, 2023). This AEWR minimum wage did not apply to U.S. workers employed alongside braceros.

The Bracero Program ended in 1964, and many farmers expected to continue to hire Mexican workers under the H-2 program. However, the DOL issued regulations on December 19, 1964, that required employers of H-2 workers to offer and pay the AEWR to any U.S. workers they employed (Martin, 2007, pp. 15–16). Unlike bracero employers, H-2 employers were also required to offer and provide U.S. workers with the same housing and transportation guarantees that were included in bracero contracts. At a time when U.S. farm workers were not covered by minimum wage laws, most U.S. farmers adjusted to the end of the Bracero Program by mechanizing or changing crops rather than continuing to rely on migrant workers (Clemens, Lewis, and Postel, 2018).

The 1964 DOL regulations governed the H-2 program until the Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) of 1986 separated H-2 into H-2A for seasonal farm jobs and H-2B for seasonal nonfarm jobs. DOL issued H-2A regulations on June 1, 1987, that are the bedrock of current program rules. DOL must certify that (i) U.S. workers who are “able, willing and qualified” are not and will not be available to fill the seasonal jobs for which the employer is requesting H-2A workers and (ii) that the employment of the H-2A workers will not adversely affect U.S. workers who are “similarly employed.”

These recruitment and no-adverse-effect regulations are implemented by requiring employers to file job orders with DOL and state workforce agencies (SWAs) 60–75 days before work is to begin. SWAs use job orders to recruit U.S. workers. These job orders specify the number of H-2A workers the employer requests, details of the work to be performed, wages and hours, and housing and transportation arrangements. U.S. workers fill less than 2% of advertised “H-2A jobs,” and DOL certifies over 97% of employer requests for H-2A jobs, or 372,000 of the 382,000 requests in FY22 (Martin, 1998; DOL, 2023).

IRCA was expected to end unauthorized migration and expand the H-2A program from fewer than 20,000 jobs in the late 1980s to over 200,000 jobs in the 1990s as formerly unauthorized farm workers who were legalized under IRCA found nonfarm jobs. The threat of sanctions on employers who hired unauthorized workers was expected to deter unauthorized foreigners from entering the United States (Commission on Agricultural Workers, 1993).

However, unauthorized migration and employment continued in the 1990s. One contributing factor was that unauthorized workers could provide false documents to employers, thus satisfying requirements that workers present and employers see work-authorization documents. The National Agricultural Workers Survey (NAWS) found that the share of IRCA-legalized workers among U.S. crop workers fell from one-third in 1989–1990 to less than one-sixth by the mid-1990s, while the share of unauthorized workers rose from less than 10% to 50% (Martin, 2012). As a result, the number of H-2A jobs certified rose slowly to 50,000 by the early 2000s. The number of H-2A jobs certified remained stable until FY05, and then crept upward during the economic boom preceding the 2008–2009 recession. This uptick was partially attributed to farmworkers finding employment opportunities in the construction sector and other booming industries (Castillo and Charlton, 2022).

As shown in Figure 1, the past decade has seen a surge in H-2A certifications. A combination of factors could account for this recent upswing. First, as noted by Passel and Cohn (2019), large-scale unauthorized migration from Mexico to the United States slowed during the recession and did not resume with the recovery. Second, there was likely a degree of path dependence associated with farm employers and FLCs who developed experience and expertise with H-2A workers and realized that commodities with long seasons and predictable work weeks—such as citrus—had similar labor costs using H-2A or U.S. workers (Guan, Roka, and Whidden, 2015; Simnitt and Onel, 2023). Third, enforcement of U.S. immigration laws was stepped up inside the United States, and Arizona and many southeastern states enacted laws that required all employers to use E-Verify, an internet-based system that allows employers to check the authenticity of worker-presented documents. Some made unauthorized presence in the state a crime to discourage unauthorized foreigners from remaining in the state (Kostandini, Mykerezi, and Escalante, 2014; Charlton and Kostandini, 2020; Ifft and Jodlowski, 2022; Luo and Kostandini, 2022).

The number of jobs certified to be filled by H-2A workers topped 300,000 in fiscal year 2021 and is on track to top 400,000 in fiscal year 2023, representing a doubling of the program within 6 years. H-2A visas are issued to workers for about 80% of H-2A jobs certified because some employers do not follow through to fill some or all of their certified H-2A jobs with H-2A workers, some of whom can fill two or more H-2A jobs. In fiscal year 2022, a large share of visas, some 276,000 or 93%, of H-2A visas went to Mexicans. South Africans and Jamaicans received a smaller share, with 9,500 (3%) and 4,900 (2%), respectively. The remaining 2% of visas granted in FY22 were received by workers from other eligible countries.
If current trends continue, H-2A job certifications will surpass peak mid-1950s bracero admissions of 455,000 before 2025. Other reasons why the H-2A program is expected to continue to expand include the aging and settling of the unauthorized crop workforce that arrived before the 2008–2009 recession (Fan et al., 2015), robust demand for labor in sectors that compete with agriculture for workers (Castillo and Charlton, 2022), and the reluctance of unauthorized foreigners who pay high smuggling fees or apply for asylum and receive work permits to accept seasonal farm jobs. Economies of scale in the recruitment and management of H-2A workers may also contribute to the growth and concentration of H-2A employment.

Concentration and Sector
Most H-2A jobs are certified to a relatively small number of farm employers. Some 110,000 agricultural establishments are registered with state unemployment insurance (UI) agencies (these farm establishments include agricultural support firms such as farm labor contractors), and over 437,000 farms reported labor expenses for directly hired workers in the 2022 Census of Agriculture (COA). Most UI and COA farm employers hire relatively few workers. The 10% of UI-covered farm establishments with 10 or more employees (about 11,000) in the second quarter of 2022 (the only quarter for which size of employer data are available) accounted for 80% of total UI-covered agricultural employment, while the 8% of farms that each hired 10 or more workers directly in the COA, about 37,000, accounted for 55% of all directly hired workers in 2022.

Employment in the H-2A program is more concentrated. Some 12,200 unique employers were certified to fill almost 372,000 seasonal farm jobs with H-2A workers in fiscal year 2022, an average of 32 each (many employers file several applications). As shown in Figure 2, the 5% of H-2A employers (around 620) who were each certified for 100 or more H-2A workers accounted for two-thirds of all certified H-2A jobs in fiscal year 2022, an average of 400 each, and the 115 employers who were each certified to hire 500 or more H-2A workers accounted for 40% of all H-2A jobs certified, an average of 1,300 each. DOL analysts spend most of their time processing applications from employers who are certified for less than 10 workers and collectively account for 8% of total H-2A certifications (Martin, 2007).

The industry mix of H-2A job certifications varies significantly across employer size categories. In fiscal year 2022, two-thirds of all H-2A job certifications are for FLCs and fruit and vegetable (F&V) growers who hire H-2A workers directly. Castillo et al. (2021) showed that within the H-2A program, FLCs primarily serve end-user farms specializing in F&V production. However, FLCs and F&V employers are more prevalent among large H-2A employers, accounting for 82% of the jobs certified to employers with 100 or more certifications. At the other end of the size spectrum, FLCs and F&V employers account for only 14% of the jobs certified to employers for less than 10 H-2A workers. Around two-thirds of H-2A job certifications for small employers go to those engaged in field crop cultivation and livestock operations.
These differences by industry are more apparent when examining the distribution of H-2A certifications by size of employer for different industries. As Figure 3 shows, almost 90% of FLC H-2A jobs are certified to FLCs with 100 or more H-2A certifications, as are over 60% of H-2A fruit jobs and two-thirds of H-2A vegetable jobs. By contrast, only a quarter of field crop, a third of nursery, and 3% of livestock H-2A jobs are certified to employers with 100 or more H-2A certifications.

The growth of the H-2A program has been accompanied by an increased concentration of H-2A job certifications among employers who are certified for 100 or more H-2A workers. The stacked bar chart in Figure 4 shows how H-2A jobs are distributed among different employer size categories each year. The blue part of the bars represents the share of H-2A jobs going to employers hiring 100 or more workers, the red part shows the...
share going to employers hiring 10–99 workers, and the green part represents the share going to those hiring 1–9 workers. The black line graph plotted against the right vertical axis shows the total number of H-2A jobs per year. A likely reason for this growing concentration is a shift in the distribution of H-2A employment from commodities such as tobacco, corn, and livestock operations to FLCs, fruits, and vegetables. Between fiscal years 2006 and 2022, the number of H-2A certifications increased by more than six-fold, while the share of H-2A certifications going to employers who are certified for 100 or more H-2A workers rose from half to two-thirds.

Figure 5 shows that growth and concentration are especially apparent for the FLCs that account for almost half of H-2A job certifications. The share of H-2A jobs certified to FLCs that were each certified for 100 or more H-2A workers rose steadily from fiscal year 2005 to 2022, so that about 90% of the jobs certified to FLCs went to those with 100 or more certifications.
Conclusion

The H-2A program is expanding rapidly. Over the last decade, certifications for farm jobs filled by legal foreign temporary workers quadrupled, and they are projected to exceed the peak Bracero Program admissions of 455,000 by 2025. This growth stems from factors that include reduced flows of unauthorized workers willing to fill seasonal farm jobs and the aging of the largely unauthorized farm workforce that arrived before the 2008–2009 recession (Luckstead and Devadoss, 2019).

Many farm employers initially avoided the H-2A program due to recruitment, housing, and AEWR costs (Guan, Roka, and Whidden, 2015). Some hoped that immigration reforms like the Farm Workforce Modernization Act (FWMA), which the House passed in 2019 and 2021, would make it easier and cheaper to employ legal guest workers (Bampasidou and Salassi, 2019). The FWMA would have, inter alia, legalized unauthorized farm workers, mandated continued farm work for unauthorized farm workers who want immigrant visas, and made H-2A employment cheaper for employers. The FWMA would also open 20,000 year-round jobs to H-2A workers by removing the current restriction that all H-2A jobs must be seasonal, thus opening livestock, dairy, and greenhouse jobs to H-2A workers. Despite the support of many farm organizations and advocates, the FWMA was not enacted and the H-2A program remains the primary route for farm employers to hire guest workers.
For More Information

**An Act to Amend the Agricultural Act of 1949, P.L. 78, 65 STAT. Title V: Agricultural Workers. 119, 82nd Congress. 1951.** Available online: [https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/STATUTE-65/pdf/STATUTE-65-Pg119.pdf](https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/STATUTE-65/pdf/STATUTE-65-Pg119.pdf)
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